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Abstract
Recent work on the resource curse argues that the effect of resource wealth on development
outcomes is a conditional one: resource-dependent countries with low-quality institutions are
vulnerable to a resource curse, while resource-dependent countries with high-quality institutions
are not. But extant models neglect the ways in which the inflow of resource revenue impacts
the institutional environment itself. In this paper, I present a formal model to show that where
domestic institutions do not limit state leaders’ discretion over policy prior to becoming fiscally
reliant on resources, those leaders have little incentive in the wake of resource windfalls to establish
institutional mechanisms that limit their discretion. Importantly, this shows that simple calls for
domestic institutional reform are unlikely to be effective. Among other things, future prescriptions
to mitigate the resource curse must focus on decreasing rulers’ fiscal reliance on resources.

Keywords
Democratization; economic growth; resource curse

1. Introduction
Recent theoretical and empirical work on the resource curse highlights the importance of
the nature of domestic institutions for explaining the connection between point-source
resource wealth and development outcomes.1 At bottom, the effect of resource rev-
enue on development is a conditional one: resource-dependent countries with low-quality
institutions are vulnerable to a resource curse, while resource-dependent countries with
high-quality institutions can escape the deleterious effects of resource wealth (see, among
others, Al-Ubaydli, 2012; Andersen and Aslaksen, 2008; Boschini et al., 2007; Mehlum
et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2006; Ross, 2012).
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Existing theoretical models share a tendency to treat institutions as exogenous: they
typically investigate the ways in which existing institutions condition the incentives gen-
erated by resource rents, but rarely consider the ways in which resource rents affect the
determinants underlying the nature of the institutional environment itself.2 This mislead-
ingly suggests that overcoming the deleterious economic effects of resource wealth is
simply a matter of changing the institutional environment (cf. Bell et al., 2010; Hum-
phreys et al., 2007). But this neglects an important dimension of the problem posed by
resource wealth.

In this paper, I present a formal model to show that the standard institutional stories
neglect the possibility that the persistence of curse-fostering institutions is endogenous
to the resource curse. My analysis is based on a more general model of domestic com-
petition over political outcomes. I aim to identify the underlying conditions to which
governance and economic performance are generally sensitive. The model reduces these
outcomes to two parameters: rulers’ dependence on citizens for support and the credi-
bility of supporters’ exit threats. Having shown that development outcomes are sensitive
to these parameters, I then theorize about how resource revenue affects them. The model
implies that the nature of institutions in resource-dependent countries is path dependent.
In countries where institutional mechanisms to constrain the ruler’s policy discretion are
absent prior to the onset of resource dependence, resource revenues undermine any impe-
tus to establish ‘good’ institutions in their wake and serve to stabilize ‘bad’ institutions.
When this is the case, stable democratic institutions and long-term economic prosper-
ity should be highly unlikely to emerge in resource-dependent countries. However, where
institutional mechanisms to constrain the ruler’s policy discretion have been consolidated
prior to resource dependence, the ruler uses resource income to advance citizens’ general
interests and ‘good’ institutions remain intact. In these cases, we have no reason to expect
resource revenues to undermine democracy or long-term economic prosperity.

The subtlety introduced by the model is critical for getting our prescriptions cor-
rect. Standard prescriptions for addressing the resource curse press for various domestic
institutional reforms. But if the more subtle story is correct—if curse-fostering institu-
tions persist in the wake of continued resource dependence—then standard prescriptions
will likely be ineffective. The standard institutional explanations claim that the resource
curse arises because domestic institutions encourage fiscal irresponsibility, corruption,
or unaccountability. But institutions that encourage irresponsibility, corruption, or unac-
countability also inhibit voluntary institutional reform. If this is true, then it is futile to
first identify, for example, lack of fiscal accountability to citizens as a key cause of the
resource curse and then prescribe that the state establish mechanisms to ensure citizen
oversight of resource transactions (cf. Kolstad and Wiig, 2009b).

2. Institutions and the resource curse
Let us begin with some definitions. Let ‘ruler’ denote the individual or group who
retains ultimate power to implement or block the implementation of policy, as well as the
loyal bureaucrats to whom particular tasks are delegated.3 We can distinguish between
two broad types of domestic institutional structures. In general, restrictive institutions
empower (formally or informally) a broad coalition of citizens to effectively check the
formation and implementation of policy; unrestrictive institutions, in contrast, afford
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the ruler wide latitude to implement policy without having to consult citizens’ general
interests. Roughly, restrictive institutions limit a ruler’s discretion over policy decisions,
while unrestrictive institutions fail to limit a ruler’s discretion over policy decisions. Of
particular importance here is the extent of a ruler’s discretion over resource revenue.
Unrestrictive institutions afford rulers wide latitude to use resource revenue as they
see fit, whereas restrictive institutions empower citizens to oversee the use of resource
revenue.

Stated generally, the core propositions of standard institutional explanations are as
follows:

The economic resource curse: Unrestrictive domestic institutions permit a ruler to allocate
resource revenue in ways that inhibit sustainable broad-based economic productivity.

The political resource curse: Unrestrictive domestic institutions permit a ruler to allocate
resource revenue in ways that undermine stable executive accountability to a broad coalition
of citizens.

Debate remains over the precise mechanisms encoded by the italicized phrases, but there
does seem to be widespread agreement that the curse is a result of various policy fail-
ures fostered by unrestrictive institutions. Initially, development economists tended to
focus on various macroeconomic policy failures: lack of sectoral diversification (lack of
investment in internationally competitive manufacturing in particular); overconsumption
of resource revenue and failure to smooth spending, thereby increasing budget vulnera-
bility to price volatility; and underinvestment in education and health care (Auty, 2001;
Gelb and Associates, 1988; Sachs and Warner, 2001). But macroeconomic policy failure
is a political outcome. Hence, the literature now largely focuses on the contribution of
political factors to the curse. These include: the incumbent’s increased capacity to consol-
idate political power through repression and patronage (Bueno de Mesquita and Smith,
2010; Jensen and Wantchekon, 2004; Robinson et al., 2006; Smith, 2006; Wantchekon,
2002); a political economy rife with corruption and rent-seeking, which diverts human
and financial capital from economically productive uses (Bhattacharyya and Hodler,
2010; Boschini et al., 2007; Mehlum et al., 2006; Torvik, 2002); and lack of trans-
parency in resource sales and revenue spending (Kolstad and Wiig, 2009a; Williams,
2011). One issue of special focus has been the negative effect of resource wealth on
a ruler’s need to raise revenue via taxation (see, among others, Karl, 1997; Mahdavy,
1970; Ross, 2001). Without the need to elicit citizens’ tax compliance, political lead-
ers need not negotiate with citizens over policy. Further, low tax rates alleviate social
pressures that might otherwise provoke demands for government accountability (Ross,
2004). Consequently, leaders who receive a sizeable income from resource extraction
have few incentives to accept institutional limits on their exercise of political power.
Relatedly, resource revenues might enable governments to appease citizens’ demands
for redistribution, diminishing redistributive pressures that could produce calls for
democracy (Dunning, 2008; Morrison, 2007, 2009).

These standard institutional explanations get something fundamentally right: the
resource curse is ultimately a story about the incentives generated by the domestic polit-
ical economy into which resource revenue flows; it is a story about the extent to which
domestic political institutions enable rulers to pursue their own interests while disregard-
ing ordinary citizens’ rights and well-being. However, standard analyses rarely consider
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the extent to which the persistence of unrestrictive institutions is endogenous to the
resource curse. What if the incentive structure that generates overconsumption and under-
investment, corruption and patronage, unaccountability and repression also inhibits vol-
untary establishment of the institutional mechanisms required to avoid these ills? Upon
reflection, it is difficult to see how things could be otherwise. Positive institutional reform
arises from voluntarily implementing policies that increase rulers’ accountability to citi-
zens and thereby secure citizens’ rights and improve general economic well-being. If, as
standard explanations claim, the resource curse arises from an institutional environment
that encourages policy choices that disregard citizens’ rights and general well-being, we
have little reason to think that voluntary institutional reform is likely under those same
institutional conditions.

As noted above, standard institutional stories make a conditional claim: states with
unrestrictive institutions suffer the curse, while those with restrictive institutions can
avoid the curse. But if the persistence of unrestrictive institutions is endogenous to the
resource curse, then this conditional claim is too simple. A more subtle conditional claim
is

The endogenous institutions thesis: If a country does not have firmly entrenched restrictive
institutions before it becomes fiscally reliant on resource revenue, then its unrestrictive institu-
tions will persist and it is vulnerable to the resource curse; if a country has firmly entrenched
restrictive institutions before it becomes fiscally reliant on resource revenue, then it can avoid
the resource curse.

This thesis consolidates those kept separate by the distinct economic and political
resource curse claims, revealing them to be components of a single story. The economic
resource curse strikes when institutions facilitate the misallocation of resource revenue
in the domestic political economy; the political resource curse strikes when institutions
permit the ruler to allocate revenue in a way that undermines accountability to a broad
coalition of citizens. Unrestrictive institutions lie at the bottom of both of these phenom-
ena. Institutions that permit rulers to undermine accountability mechanisms facilitate
misallocation of resource revenues in the political economy. Hence, the resource curse
is embodied by the persistence of unrestrictive institutions induced by fiscal reliance on
resource revenue.

In the next section, I briefly review some models that are representative of the
theoretical literature. Sections 4 and 5 present a theory to undergird the claim that curse-
fostering institutions persist in the wake of continued resource dependence. I discuss the
empirical implications of this theory in section 6. This endogeneity claim has important
implications for the efficacy of standard prescriptions to address the resource curse. I
consider these briefly in a concluding section.

3. From policy choice to institutional design
In this section, I show that extant theoretical models typically take as given the institu-
tional setting into which resource revenue flows and then consider the effects this revenue
has within the specified institutional structure.

Robinson et al. (2006) model an institutional setting where clientelism is
permitted— that is, the ruler is permitted to offer public sector jobs in exchange for
political support— and then show that resource booms increase clientelism. Since the
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private sector is assumed to be more productive than the public sector, these increases in
public sector employment decrease overall economic productivity. Since resource booms
improve extractive efficiency and thereby have a positive effect elsewhere in the econ-
omy, Robinson et al. conclude that institutional obstacles to clientelism play a key role.
Institutions that facilitate clientelism make it more likely that resource booms will lower
total income, while those that circumscribe clientelism will benefit from resource booms.

Mehlum et al. (2006) distinguish between grabber friendly institutions and producer
friendly institutions— between institutions that encourage rent-seeking activity and those
that encourage economically productive activity. To model the extent to which institu-
tions are grabber friendly, they include a term λ, which measures producers’ average
share of the resource rents relative to grabbers’ average share; a higher λ means that
institutions are producer friendly. Mehlum et al. then derive several key results. Not sur-
prisingly, higher-quality institutions, more producer friendly institutions, encourage more
productive activity than lower-quality institutions. Further, as resource revenue increases,
institutional quality must improve to encourage productive activity and discourage rent-
seeking. Finally, resource windfalls raise total income when institutional quality is high,
but lower total income when institutional quality is low.

Wantchekon (2002) models an institutional setting where the ruler has discretionary
control over the budget. When the risk of armed rebellion is low, the ruler uses resource
revenue to secure political support rather than invest in economic productivity; when
the risk of armed rebellion is high, the ruler invests in repressive technology to secure
his rule. Wantchekon attributes an incumbency advantage to this control over the budget
and uses this incumbency advantage to explain democratic breakdown and autocratic
consolidation in resource dependent countries. Wantchekon concludes that institutions
that enforce a transparent and rule-oriented distribution of resource revenue reduces the
ruler’s discretionary control over the budget and thereby improve democratic stability (cf.
Caselli and Cunningham, 2009).

Each of these models treats (changes to) institutional quality as exogenous. They
consider how resource revenue induces clientelism or rent-seeking or repression
within a particular institutional environment. But note that these types of behavior not
only affect development outcomes, they also have a negative effect on institutions.
Clientelistic public sector employment undermines the coherence and competence of
the state bureaucracy, which in turn decreases the state’s capacity to collect taxes and
increases the ruler’s discretionary control over the budget. Rent-seeking undermines a
rational, principled budgetary process, which facilitates waste and corruption. Repression
consolidates a ruler’s power and alters the effective channels by which political power
can change hands. All of this raises a natural question: how does resource revenue affect
the institutional environment that facilitates, for example, clientelism, rent-seeking, or
repression? Failure to consider this question represents a significant shortcoming of the
resource curse literature.

To fill this gap, I present a general model of domestic competition over political
outcomes. In the model, groups of domestic constituents use whatever bargaining lever-
age they have to induce the ruler to choose policies that advance their interests. When
constituents lack bargaining leverage, the ruler is free to set policy as he sees fit; when
constituents possess bargaining leverage, they are able to constrain the ruler’s choices.
My aim is to identify the conditions that determine constituents’ bargaining strength.
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Since relative bargaining strength shapes political choice, the model identifies the under-
lying conditions to which choices (and, hence, development outcomes) are sensitive.
The model reduces constituents’ bargaining strength to two parameters: (1) the extent
to which a ruler depends on constituents for (fiscal, political, military) support to retain
political power; and (2) the credibility of supporters’ exit threats (roughly, the extent to
which they can quit negotiations with the ruler without harming themselves). Having
shown that policy selection is sensitive to these parameters, I then theorize about how
resource revenue affects them.

One advantage of my model is that it presents a single general framework for ana-
lyzing the effect of resource revenue on both institutional design and the policy choices
made within any particular institutional setting. As I noted earlier, voluntary institutional
reforms result from political choices. Citizens receive assurance that their ruler will pro-
tect their rights and promote their material well-being when institutional mechanisms
are established to limit the ruler’s discretion over policy. A ruler implements such lim-
itations when he must. To elicit cooperation from citizens, a ruler commits himself to
advance citizens’ interests by limiting his discretion over policy. Importantly, institutions
appear here as a choice variable: rulers and citizens can bargain over the future shape of
their institutions. This permits us to study the effect of resource revenue on institutional
design by examining the effect of resource revenue on the conditions that determine polit-
ical choices more generally. But institutions also appear as a key determinant of citizens’
relative bargaining leverage: existing institutions can affect the extent to which rulers
depend on constituents for support and the credibility of constituents’ exit options. To
avoid confusion regarding this dual role of institutions as both a choice variable and a
determinant of bargaining leverage, we should note that parties’ bargaining leverage is a
function of current institutions, while they negotiate over future institutions. (I elaborate
on this dual role at various points throughout the remaining sections.)

4. A model of political competition

4.1. Preliminaries

The lesson we learn from institutional explanations of the resource curse is that the curse
is avoided when restrictive institutions constrain rulers to advance citizens’ general inter-
ests. But restrictive institutions themselves emerge from protracted political negotiations
between rulers and those they aspire to rule. We can thus treat the nature of institutions
as a choice variable: rulers can choose to advance citizens’ general interests by imple-
menting restrictive institutions, or disregard their interests by implementing unrestrictive
institutions. The salient question, then, is this: under what conditions do rulers advance
citizens’ general interests?

Political rulers typically require support from some subset of their constituents to
retain political power, be it as a source of revenue, votes, or military assistance to defeat
a rival. To secure their support, rulers bargain with prospective supporters, offering pol-
icy concessions in exchange for the required support. To shed some light on the structural
conditions underwriting these bargains, Clark et al. (2013) present a game-theoretic treat-
ment of Hirschman’s (1970) ‘Exit, Voice, and Loyalty’ argument. Their model shows that
a ruler is compelled to limit himself and provide public goods wherever two conditions
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are met. First, he depends on the cooperation of some group of citizens to consolidate
and sustain his rule. Second, the citizens on whose cooperation the ruler depends have
credible ‘exit threats’; that is, they can withhold their support without making themselves
worse off than they would be were they to cooperate and provide the ruler with revenue.
But this analysis obscures the fact that a ruler’s need to respond to the demands of a
group of citizens need not produce public goods. Political outcomes depend not only on
the bargaining strength of citizens relative to the ruler, but also on the composition of
the ruler’s support coalition (Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2003). All else being equal, the
ruler is more likely to provide public goods— goods that advance citizens’ interests in
general— as: (1) the number of people on whom the ruler depends for support increases;
or (2) the credibility of the supporters’ options for backing a leadership rival increases.4

The logic here is not complicated. Rulers want to retain power. Typically, they require
the support of some subset of the population (the ‘winning coalition’) to stay in power;
without the loyal cooperation of their supporters, rulers are vulnerable to challenges from
leadership rivals. Members of the winning coalition are drawn from a larger subset of the
population, the ‘selectorate’. The selectorate is composed of all members of a polity that
could potentially become members of the ruler’s winning coalition. In a democracy, the
selectorate comprises all of those who are eligible to vote; in a military junta, powerful
military officers; in a monarchy, the nobles. Supporters pledge their allegiance to the
leadership candidate who can credibly offer them the best package of benefits. To retain
the loyalty of his supporters, a ruler provides them with a package of benefits that is
better than the package they could expect to receive from a leadership rival. When a
ruler depends on a small winning coalition, it is most efficient for him to provide his
supporters with private goods: monopoly grants, public sector jobs, or opportunities for
corruption. Since the ruler must retain the support of a relatively small group of people,
and since the benefits of private goods can be targeted (i.e. they accrue only to the holder
of the good), private goods provision is a relatively cheap way to provide a high-value
package of goods to supporters. However, as the size of the winning coalition grows, the
ruler’s spending must be spread over more supporters and the value of an individual’s
private goods package diminishes. At some point, the winning coalition becomes large
enough that it is more efficient for the ruler to provide public goods, rule of law, individual
liberties, infrastructure, or investment in human capital (e.g. education or public health),
rather than private goods. Although the benefits of public goods are non-excludable (i.e.
they accrue to everyone in the polity if they accrue to anyone) and so cannot be targeted to
supporters, there are economies of scale in providing public goods, which enable a ruler
to provide his supporters with a higher value package of public goods than the package
of private goods that could be provided to each supporter for the same amount of total
spending. Thus, a ruler becomes more inclined to provide public goods as the size of his
support coalition grows, all else being equal.

Similarly, in the absence of reliable sources of non-tax income (e.g. natural resources
or foreign aid), a ruler becomes more likely to provide public goods as the credibility of
his supporters’ threats to back a rival increase, even if the absolute size of the winning
coalition is small. More credible threats translate into greater bargaining leverage for
supporters, which enables them to demand a greater package of private goods in exchange
for their support. To meet the increasing demands of his supporters, a ruler must raise
revenue to finance private goods provision. Without reliable sources of non-tax income,
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the ruler must turn his attention to increasing tax revenue. This means increasing the
number of taxpayers or increasing the income of his tax base. A ruler can do both by
fostering broad-based economic growth, which is most effectively and efficiently done by
providing public goods rather than private goods. Consequently, absent reliable sources
of non-tax revenue, a ruler becomes more inclined to provide public goods, albeit as a
means to finance private goods provision, as the credibility of his supporters’ threats to
back a rival increases, all else being equal (see Clark et al., 2010).

We can summarize the preceding discussion as follows. Wherever a ruler requires the
(political, financial, military) support of a subset of the population to retain power and
those supporters gain bargaining leverage from credible exit threats (e.g. asset mobility,
private militias, credible leadership rivals), the supporters will be able to extract favorable
concessions from the leader. Whether the benefits of those concessions accrue only to
individual supporters or to citizens more widely depends on the composition of the ruler’s
support coalition, whether he only requires the support of a small group of elites or of a
broad coalition of citizens, and the extent to which the leader must stimulate economic
growth to finance his provision of goods.

This general picture emphasizes the importance of citizens’ bargaining strength rel-
ative to the ruler in shaping political choices. But it neglects the importance of both the
relative bargaining strength of distinct groups of citizens vis-a-vis the ruler and the rela-
tive value of their loyalty to the ruler. A ruler’s choices depend not only on the bargaining
strength of the ruler’s supporters relative to the ruler, but also the bargaining strength
of supporters vis-a-vis the ruler relative to the bargaining strength of other groups of
citizens. Similarly, a ruler’s choices depend not only on the value of supporters’ loyalty
to the ruler, but also the value of supporters’ loyalty to the ruler relative to the value of
other groups’ loyalty to the ruler.5 To enhance our understanding of the conditions under
which rulers advance citizens’ interests, we must examine the logic of political choice
when the ruler must negotiate with multiple groups, not simply with his supporters.

Before I present the model, though, it is worth pausing for a moment to highlight
how the institutional status quo (among other factors) might shape constituents’ relative
bargaining position by affecting rulers’ reliance on constituents’ support or the avail-
ability of exit options. Ruler selection institutions offer an especially apt example here.
If rulers are selected by electoral competition, then the institutional status quo ensures
that citizens can withhold support from the incumbent by voting for a leadership chal-
lenger instead. Of course, whether such an exit option is credible depends on whether
a challenger can credibly offer voters a better package of benefits than that offered by
the incumbent. This, too, is influenced by status quo institutions, e.g. whether existing
institutions cultivate viable leadership contenders, reliably bind leadership contenders to
abide by election results, and empower voters to hold election winners accountable for
their campaign promises. In contrast, if rulers are selected by the military or the nobility
instead, then the relevant military officers or nobles might have opportunities to withhold
support for an incumbent by backing a coup, but ordinary citizens do not have similar
exit options to those they would have under a stable electoral democracy. This contrast
also shows how selection institutions affect the value of citizens’ support to a ruler. In an
electoral democracy, the ruler must elicit the support of a sufficient plurality of citizens;
whereas, in a military regime or a monarchy, the ruler must elicit the support of only a
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small group of elites. Thus, existing institutions affect the number of people whose sup-
port is valuable. They also shape the identity of the people whose loyalty is potentially
valuable. For instance, in a military regime or a monarchy, it might be that the capacity
to make a difference to the ruler’s survival probability is personalistic and restricted to
a small number of elites; whereas, in an electoral democracy, rulers depend on largely
anonymous supporters, so the capacity to affect the ruler’s survival probability rarely
depends on a voter’s particular identity.

4.2. The model

Consider a game with three players who negotiate over control of an indivisible bene-
fit, the value of which is normalized to 1: a ruler (R), who initially controls the benefit
and sets policy to allocate the benefit; an elite class (E) and a class of ordinary citizens
(C), each of whom attempt to obtain the benefit.6 I assume that the ruler’s choice does
not deliver any intrinsic benefit; that is, players do not care about the choice outcome
for its own sake. Players’ preferences over political choices are wholly determined by
the material benefits they expect to receive as a consequence of any particular political
choice. For instance, if the players are bargaining over how to spend a pot of govern-
ment revenue, their preferences over allocative schemes are defined solely as a function
of their expected payoff from implementing a particular allocative scheme. The bene-
fit, thus, represents the material benefit to players as a consequence of the bargaining
outcome. Since (future) institutions are treated as a choice variable here, the benefit rep-
resents the expected material benefit to players as a consequence of implementing the
chosen institutional scheme.

The ruler makes his choice in pursuit of two aims: first, to ensure his retention of polit-
ical power and, second, to maximize his material benefit. Following Bueno de Mesquita
et al. (2003), I assume that the ruler provides public goods in exchange for citizens’
cooperation, but private goods in exchange for elites’ cooperation.7 He keeps everything
for himself if he seeks neither elites’ nor citizens’ cooperation. Finally, I suppose that
public goods provision advances citizens’ interests generally, whereas private goods pro-
vision advances only the interests of their recipients and detracts from the interests of
non-recipients.

Timeline.

(1) The ruler chooses one of three available actions: he can neglect the interests of both
the elites and the citizens (‘prey’); advance elites’ interests by providing private goods
(‘support E’); or advance citizens’ interests by providing public goods (‘support C’).

(2) Subsequent to the ruler’s initial move, elites and citizens each choose one of the fol-
lowing actions simultaneously:8 to lobby the ruler for a favorable change at a cost
K > 0 (‘voice’); to comply with the ruler’s choice and absorb the consequences
(‘loyalty’); to take action to avoid the consequences of the ruler’s choice (‘exit’). If
neither the elites nor the citizens use voice, the game ends and the players receive
their payoffs.

(3) If either the elites or the citizens use voice, the ruler subsequently advances the inter-
ests of a lobbying player (‘concede’) or persists in implementing the initial choice
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(‘ignore’). Since the ruler provides different packages of goods depending on whose
cooperation he attempts to secure, the ruler can concede to only one of the two play-
ers if both elites and citizens exercise voice. If the ruler concedes to either player, the
game ends and the players receive their payoffs.

(4) If the ruler ignores any exercise of voice, then the player(s) who exercised voice either
exit(s) or remain(s) loyal. If the ruler reverses a choice that is initially favorable for
elites (citizens), then elites (citizens) either exit or remain loyal. The game ends and
the players receive their payoffs.

Payoffs. If the ruler preys or both the elites and citizens exit, the ruler receives a benefit
of 1; he receives 0 otherwise. If the elites remain loyal, the ruler receives an additional
payoff LE > 0; if the citizens remain loyal, the ruler receives an additional payoff LC > 0.
The ruler pays a cost KR > 0 if either the elites or the citizens use voice. If the ruler
supports the elites and the latter remain loyal, then the elites receive 1; they receive 0
otherwise. If the elites exercise voice, they pay a cost KE > 0 and receive 1 if the ruler
concedes and 0 if the ruler ignores. If the elites exit, they receive XE < 1. If the ruler
supports citizens and the latter remain loyal, then the citizens receive 1; they receive 0
otherwise. If the citizens exercise voice, they pay a cost KC > 0 and receive 1 if the ruler
concedes and 0 if the ruler ignores. If the citizens exit, they receive XC < 1. Elites and
citizens lose any benefit they receive upon exercising an exit option.

Loyalty and exit elaborated. Constituents are loyal to the ruler when they support the
ruler’s efforts to retain power. Constituents express loyalty, in general, by not creating
trouble for the ruler’s efforts to consolidate his rule; this might mean paying taxes, voting
for the incumbent, complying with the ruler’s efforts to enforce a law, or taking up arms
to defend the ruler against a military challenge. A player i’s loyalty is valuable to the
ruler to the extent that i’s support makes a difference to the ruler’s survival likelihood. If
i’s support makes a significant difference to the ruler’s survival chances, then i’s support
is valuable; if i’s support makes little difference to the ruler’s survival chances, then i’s
support is not valuable. Formally, i ∈ {E, C} has valuable loyalty when Li > 1.

Constituents exercise an exit option when they withdraw their support from the ruler’s
campaign to retain power. Examples of exit options include: the ability to move one’s
assets to avoid appropriation by the ruler (e.g. via taxation or theft); the ability to instigate
a coup or foment a revolution; the ability to emigrate; or the ability to back a leadership
challenger in an election. A player i’s threat to exercise an exit option is credible to the
extent that the benefit i expects to receive from the exit option is greater than the benefit i
expects to receive by remaining loyal to the ruler. If i’s alternative to supporting the ruler
has great expected value, then i’s exit threats are credible; if i’s alternative to supporting
the ruler has little expected value, then i’s exit threats are not credible. Formally, i ∈
{E, C} has a credible exit threat when Xi > 0.

I wish to note briefly that the loyalty and exit concepts used here are analytically
independent: the credibility of i’s exit threat does not depend on the value of i’s loyalty
to the ruler, nor does the value of i’s loyalty depend on the credibility of i’s exit threat.9

This is because the credibility of i’s exit option is a function of the benefit i expects to
receive from an alternative to cooperating with the ruler, while the value of i’s loyalty is a
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function of the ruler’s survival probability given that i withholds support. To illustrate the
point, consider a high-ranking military officer whose support is crucial to the incumbent
ruler’s survival but who is sure to be ousted (or worse) by any viable challenger. This
military officer’s loyalty is valuable to the ruler but he lacks credible exit options. Or
consider an anonymous voter who expects her interests will be better advanced by a
challenger who must campaign against a widely popular incumbent. This voter has a
credible exit threat (i.e. her threat to vote for the challenger is credible) but her loyalty is
of little value to the incumbent.

Assumptions. I assume that elites and citizens will exit only if they have credible exit
options; if Xi ≤ 0, i remains loyal. Similarly, elites and citizens will use voice only if
Xi ≤ 1 − Ki; otherwise, they exit. I also assume that the ruler supports elites or citizens
only if either has valuable loyalty. If both elites’ and citizens’ possess valuable loyalty, the
ruler advances the interests of i if Li > Lj for i, j ∈ {E, C}. To avoid knife-edge scenarios,
I assume Li �= Lj.

I use backward induction to solve the game for the subgame perfect equilibrium. Since
the point of the model is to determine the conditions under which rulers attend to citizens’
interests, the main claims of interest concern the ruler’s initial policy choice. These are
stated below as Propositions 1 and 2. But I start with a series of lemmas concerning
equilibrium play in the various subgames; these are required to prove the propositions of
interest. All proofs are relegated to the appendix.

I start with the subgame following an exercise of voice. Lemmas 1 and 2 characterize
elites’ and citizens’ strategy for this subgame; Lemma 3 characterizes the ruler’s strategy
for this subgame.

Lemma 1. For i, j ∈ {E, C}, j �= i, if the ruler ignores i or concedes to j following i’s
use of voice, then (a) i exits if i has a credible exit option (Xi > 0); (b) i remains loyal
otherwise.

Lemma 2. For i ∈ {E, C}, if the ruler concedes to i following i’s use of voice, i remains
loyal.

Lemma 3. For i ∈ {E, C}, if i uses voice, then we have the following:

(a) The ruler ignores i if i has no credible exit option (Xi ≤ 0).
(b) The ruler ignores i if i’s loyalty is not valuable despite having a credible exit option

(Xi > 0 and Li ≤ 1). This is true except when j ∈ {E, C}, j �= i remains loyal following
an initial policy of supporting j and j has no credible exit option (Xj ≤ 0) or j’s loyalty
is worth less than i’s (Lj < Li ≤ 1); then the ruler concedes to i.

(c) The ruler concedes to i if i’s loyalty is valuable and i has a credible exit option (Xi > 0
and Li > 1). This is true except when j ∈ {E, C} has a credible exit option and
valuable loyalty (Xj > 0 and Lj > Li) and either (i) both i and j use voice, or (ii) j is
loyal following an initial policy of supporting j; then the ruler ignores i.

In other words, the ruler concedes to i’s use of voice whenever the ruler gains most
from securing i’s loyalty and i has a credible exit option. The reasoning supporting this is
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straightforward. In view of i’s credible exit threat, the ruler must concede the benefit to
secure i’s loyalty—the ruler prefers to secure i’s loyalty to retaining the benefit for himself
because he requires i’s support to retain political power. Otherwise, the ruler ignores any
use of voice. If the ruler supports i, i remains loyal; i has no incentive to exercise voice
or exit, since both options are costly. If the ruler neglects i’s interests and i has a credible
exit option, i exits—remaining loyal in this case is more costly than exiting. In all other
cases, i remains loyal.

Now consider how elites and citizens respond to each of the ruler’s initial policy
choices.

Lemma 4. For i ∈ {E, C}, if the ruler initially supports i, then i remains loyal.

Lemma 5. For i, j ∈ {E, C}, if the ruler initially supports j �= i, then:

(a) i remains loyal if i has no credible exit option (Xi ≤ 0);
(b) i uses voice if doing so is less costly than exercising a credible exit option (0 < Xi ≤

1 − Ki) and either j has no credible exit option (Xj ≤ 0) or i’s loyalty is worth more
than j’s (Li > Lj);

(c) i exits otherwise.

Lemma 6. For i ∈ {E, C}, if the ruler initially preys, then:

(a) i remains loyal if i has no credible exit option (Xi ≤ 0);
(b) i uses voice if doing so is less costly than exercising a credible exit option (0 <

Xi ≤ 1 − Ki) and securing i’s loyalty benefits the ruler most (Li > max{1, Lj}) or i
has valuable loyalty and it is more costly for j to exercise voice than to exit (Li >

1 and Xj > 1 − Kj) for i �= j ∈ {E, C};
(c) i exits otherwise.

In other words, i is loyal if the ruler initially supports i—exercising voice or an exit
option are too costly, relative to the other options. If the ruler does not initially support i, i
remains loyal if i has no credible exit option; i exercises voice if doing so yields a greater
benefit than exercising a credible exit option and is expected to win the ruler’s support.
The second condition is key. If i knows that her use of voice will be ignored, she does
not bother incurring the cost. In all other cases, i exits in response to the ruler’s lack of
support.

The next two propositions turn to the matter of the ruler’s initial policy choice in
equilibrium in view of the preceding lemmas.

Proposition 1. The ruler preys (neglects both elites’ and citizens’ interests) if and only
if elites and citizens lack either credible exit options or valuable loyalty; that is, if and
only if Xi ≤ 0 or Li ≤ 1 for i ∈ {E, C}.

Proposition 2. The ruler supports citizens (elites) if and only if citizens (elites) have both
a credible exit option and valuable loyalty and elites (citizens) either have no credible exit
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option or their loyalty is not valuable; that is, if and only if Xi > 0 and Li > 1 and either
Xj ≤ 0 or Lj ≤ Li for i, j ∈ {E, C}, i �= j.

That Proposition 1 is true given the setup of the model should be clear. When elites
and citizens lack credible exit options, the ruler need not concede the benefit to secure
their loyalty— they will remain loyal in any case. When elites and citizens lack valuable
loyalty, the ruler has no incentive to concede the benefit; securing their cooperation is not
required to achieve his aim.

The reasoning supporting Proposition 2 follows straightforwardly from the preceding
lemmas. If the ruler’s aims are best served by securing i’s loyalty, then the ruler wants to
secure i’s loyalty. If i has a credible exit option, then the ruler must advance i’s interests
to secure i’s loyalty (Lemmas 5 and 6). If i’s loyalty is valuable but less valuable then
j’s, then the ruler will have most reason to secure j’s loyalty. But if j has no credible exit
option, the ruler has incentive to advance i’s interests to elicit i’s loyalty in addition to j’s
secure loyalty (Lemma 5). If the ruler wishes to ultimately secure a player’s loyalty, his
initial choice preempts the use of voice by the player whose support he wishes to secure,
since the ruler incurs a cost whenever elites or citizens exercise voice.

4.3. Discussion

The strategic logic that governs the ruler’s choice under these circumstances is the same
as that in the case where the ruler negotiates with only one group of citizens, as in Clark
et al. (2013). So it remains true that he must make concessions to any group whose
support he requires to retain power and who have credible exit threats. Although they
remain necessary conditions, citizens’ possession of valuable loyalty and credible exit
threats are no longer sufficient to produce public goods, as they are in the simpler case.
To avoid outcomes where citizens’ interests are harmed, it must also be true that either
the elites have no credible exit options or their support is less valuable to the ruler for
achieving his objectives than is the citizens’. If elites have credible exit options and their
support is more valuable to the ruler than the citizens’, then even if citizens have credible
exit options and valuable loyalty, the ruler will provide private rather than public goods.

In sum, rulers advance citizens’ general interests when two conditions are met. The
first is a disjunctive requirement: either the ruler depends on the support of a broad coali-
tion of citizens and elites have no exit options; or the leader depends more heavily on
the support of a broad coalition of citizens to achieve his objectives than on the sup-
port of a small elite group. Second, the citizens whose support is required have credible
exit options. When these conditions are satisfied, state rulers are constrained to advance
citizens’ general interests.

Where do institutions figure in all this? Recall the dual role assigned to institutions
above: current institutions shape the players’ relative bargaining position in the present;
future institutions are the subject of present bargaining. Starting with the former, if cur-
rent institutions ensure that citizens have high-value exit options and that their loyalty is
more valuable to the incumbent ruler than that of elites, then current institutions will
ensure that citizens’ relative bargaining leverage is such that the ruler makes policy
choices that advance their general interests. Current institutions might bolster citizens’
bargaining leverage by, for instance, ensuring that citizens in general have predominant
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influence over the selection of rulers and that there will always be viable leadership
challengers. However, if current institutions occlude citizens’ alternatives to cooperat-
ing with the ruler or ensure that elites’ loyalty is more valuable to the ruler, then current
institutions will ensure that citizens’ relative bargaining leverage is such that the ruler
makes predatory policy choices or choices that advance elites’ interests at the expense
of citizens. Current institutions might undermine citizens’ bargaining leverage by, for
example, restricting the selectorate to a small group of elites or by ensuring that elites
play a predominant role in shaping general election outcomes.

Turning now to institutions as a choice variable, suppose that players are bargaining
in an unrestrictive institutional environment — there are no institutional mechanisms to
ensure that the ruler’s offers to prospective supporters are credible. Of course, if citizens
do not have credible exit options or valuable loyalty, then the ruler can disregard their
interests. However, if citizens have exit options (if they can credibly threaten to disen-
gage from economic activity, or invest their money outside the ruler’s jurisdiction, or
threaten a revolution) and valuable loyalty (if citizens’ taxes are a crucial source of the
ruler’s revenue, or the ruler lacks the capacity to put down a revolt), then (as above) the
citizens’ bargaining leverage is such that the ruler promises to advance their interests.
But, since the ruler’s promises are not credible here, rational citizens will discount the
ruler’s offer (thereby increasing the relative value of their exit options). Thus, rulers in
an unrestricted institutional environment must solve a commitment problem to attract the
necessary support from citizens with exit options. The ruler can raise the credibility of
his offer by implementing restrictive institutions, which extend some control over future
policy decisions to constituents in exchange for political support in the present (cf. Ace-
moglu and Robinson, 2006; Bates and Lien, 1985; Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2003; North
and Weingast, 1989; Tilly, 1985; Weingast, 1997).

5. Resource revenue and political choice
How does resource wealth affect the preceding logic? The most straightforward effect is
to reduce the ruler’s need to ‘earn’ his income by reducing his reliance on tax revenue.
In Mick Moore’s words, ‘[s]tate revenue can be considered ‘earned’ to the extent that the
state apparatus has to put in organizational and political effort in working with citizens
to get its money’ (Moore, 2001, p. 389). Simply, resource wealth reduces the ruler’s need
to put in effort to elicit cooperation from citizens to get his money. The importance of
this point has been repeatedly stressed in case studies of the Arab gulf states— Bahrain,
Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates (Anderson, 1987; Beblawi, 1987;
Chaudry, 1997)— as well as Iran (Mahdavy, 1970) and Venezuela (Karl, 1997), as well
as more general studies of the link between taxation and democratization (Ross, 2001,
2004).10

Section 4.2 shows just why a diminished need to tax is developmentally deleterious.
When the ruler no longer depends on citizens as a source of revenue, he no longer needs
to negotiate with citizens to secure their financial cooperation. The ruler retains discre-
tion over the budget, which facilitates revenue misallocation throughout the economy
(cf. Collier and Hoeffler, 2009; Wantchekon, 2002). The ruler can use resource revenue
to finance consolidation of his rule and so fend off leadership challenges without requir-
ing cooperation from citizens (at the polls, in arms, and so on). In terms of the theory
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sketched above, a ruler flush with resource revenue no longer depends on the citizens’ fis-
cal support to finance his attempts to retain power. Hence, if they are not already present,
he need not establish institutional mechanisms that grant citizens oversight of the pol-
icy formation process, such as representative bodies or a transparent budgetary process.
More perniciously, where a ruler does not depend on the electoral support of a broad
coalition of citizens to stay in office, he is freed from having to use resource revenue to
secure wide electoral support. This permits him to retain more of the revenue for himself
with impunity.

Relatedly, resource wealth frees the ruler from the need to foster economic growth
to meet supporters’ demands for goods (Bueno de Mesquita and Smith, 2010). As noted
above, when a ruler relies on tax revenue to finance private goods provision, it is possible
that the benefits of concessions to a small group of elites accrue to citizens more widely
(see Clark et al., 2010). As North and Weingast (1989) argue, if elites’ interests are
served by concessions that foster widespread economic growth, such as secure property
rights and the right to oversee taxation, then eventually citizens more generally come
to benefit from the ruler’s responsiveness to elites. But this possibility is diminished by
fiscal reliance on resource wealth, which tends to encourage rent-seeking rather than
productive activity (Baland and Francois, 2000; Tornell and Lane, 1999; Torvik, 2002).11

The benefits demanded by constituents in the context of resource dependence tend to be
private rather than public in nature. The availability of resource revenue enables the ruler
to meet these demands without needing to raise tax revenue and, thus, without needing
to provide productivity-enhancing public goods. Without the need to foster broad-based
economic growth, the ruler has little incentive to implement a rational budget process or
establish a coherent development strategy.

Finally, resource wealth affects the availability of exit options. Oil wells and copper
mines cannot be moved. Consequently, when the ruler neglects the interests of resource
holders, the latter cannot force policy concessions by threatening to take their enterprise
elsewhere. Even if their support is essential for political survival, resource holders are
vulnerable to state predation due to a lack of credible exit options.

In general, the state’s fiscal reliance on resource wealth generates a curse because it
permits a ruler to consolidate his rule without needing to advance citizens’ interests. The
theory here comports with the central findings of the resource curse literature.12 When
a ruler no longer needs citizens’ money, he has no incentive to increase his tax base by
fostering economic growth. This frees the ruler to use the revenue to pursue his personal
aggrandizement or politically motivated ‘white elephant’ projects rather than invest in
human capital accumulation or sectoral diversification. Nor does he have any incentive to
develop a rational and meritocratic bureaucracy, since he has no need to effectively collect
taxes. This increases the ruler’s discretionary power in policy-making, while freeing him
to use public sector jobs as patronage to buy support. When a ruler no longer counts on
citizens’ political support, his performance is no longer subject to citizen oversight. This
frees the ruler to pursue his own objectives by any means necessary with impunity.

So far, the story is a familiar one. But the model I have presented shows that the
resource curse is more pernicious than previously thought. What makes the resource
curse so difficult to overcome is the fact that the bargaining position afforded a ruler by
resource wealth in an unrestrictive institutional environment undermines any incentive he
might have to establish restrictive institutions, which are highly important for avoiding
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the resource curse. The resource curse is avoided when state rulers are constrained by
institutional mechanisms that limit their use of resource revenue to financing initiatives
that advance citizens’ general interests, and enable citizens to remove them in the case
of failure to do so. By undermining an unrestricted ruler’s need to negotiate with citizens
to consolidate his rule, resource wealth undermines a central impetus for positive insti-
tutional change. This is why it makes sense to refer to the resource curse as a trap. Once
resource revenue is introduced into an unrestrictive institutional environment, it inhibits
implementation of the institutional reforms needed to overcome the negative develop-
mental effects of resource wealth. In other words, if, at the onset of resource dependence,
a resource-rich country has the unrestrictive institutions that engender the resource curse,
then it is highly unlikely to establish the restrictive institutions that are so important to
avoiding the curse.

In contrast, if restrictive institutions are in place at the onset of resource depen-
dence, then there is no reason to expect resource revenues to precipitate a resource curse.
Restrictive institutions generally ensure that citizens have credible exit threats and valu-
able loyalty. Hence, once the resource revenues begin to flow, the ruler will be constrained
to use those revenues to advance citizens’ general interests.

6. Empirical Implications
The theory I have presented implies the following claim:

If a country does not have firmly entrenched restrictive institutions before it becomes fiscally
reliant on resource revenue, then its unrestrictive institutions will persist and it is vulnerable to
the resource curse; if a country has firmly entrenched restrictive institutions before it becomes
fiscally reliant on resource revenue, then it can avoid the resource curse.

If this claim is true, what should we observe empirically? To start, note that an increase
in fiscal reliance on resource income need not precipitate a decline in institutional quality
and a decrease in fiscal reliance need not precipitate improvements in institutional quality.
It is consistent with the theory I have presented that, following an increase in the state’s
fiscal reliance on resource revenue, institutional quality could: (1) remain the same; (2)
decline; (3) improve (in the case where restrictive institutions precede the increased fis-
cal reliance). Thus, contrary to the assumption of most empirical studies— proponents
and skeptics alike— we should not expect to find a systematic relationship between fiscal
reliance on resource revenue and a country’s level of democracy (Alexeev and Conrad,
2009; Aslaksen, 2010; Bueno de Mesquita and Smith, 2010; Dunning, 2008; Haber and
Menaldo, 2011; Herb, 2005; Jensen and Wantchekon, 2004; Ramsay, 2011; Ross, 2001;
Tsui, 2010). Instead, we should expect: (1) resource dependence to be systematically
related to a country’s likelihood of establishing restrictive institutions; and (2) that this
relationship is conditioned by the nature of a country’s institutions prior to the onset of
resource-dependence. Resource-dependent countries that start with unrestrictive institu-
tions should be unlikely to establish restrictive institutions, whereas resource-dependent
countries that start with restrictive institutions should not be likely to lapse to unrestrictive
institutions.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide systematic empirical evidence to sup-
port these expectations.13 Instead, I end with a brief consideration of the Venezuelan
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case, which might appear to contravene the expectations implied by the theory. Accord-
ing to Haber and Menaldo, Venezuela is one of seven countries that ‘democratized during
or after a resource boom’ (Haber and Menaldo, 2011, p. 6).14 If it is true that Vene-
zuela started with unrestrictive institutions and, after the onset of resource dependence,
established institutional mechanisms to restrict their executives’ discretion over policy
formation and implementation (specifically, over the distribution of resource rents), then
we have some evidence that my theory neglects some key considerations.

Cursory examination of the Venezuela case study literature strongly suggests that it
is not a genuine counterexample— that in the wake of resource windfalls, Venezuela’s
institutions continued to afford their executives wide latitude over the distribution of
resource revenue (among others, see Brewer-Carías, 2010; Corrales and Penfold, 2011;
Crisp, 2000; Karl, 1997). In brief, from 1958 to 1999 (the period during which it was
coded as a democracy), Venezuela’s institutions were such that the president was usu-
ally the only elected official involved in the formation and implementation of policy. The
president exercised discretion over appointments to consultative commissions and state
agency governing boards, the main channels for policy formation and implementation.
Since most state spending went through state agencies and state agencies’ budgets were
not subject to congressional oversight, the president was unaccountable in his distribution
of resource revenue. Along with the ready availability of massive resource rents, Vene-
zuela’s institutions facilitated gross revenue misallocation. When oil prices collapsed in
the early 1980s, the failure to cultivate broad tax extraction capacity left it without a
domestic revenue base. But oil had cultivated unsustainable expectations. With its insti-
tutions too weak to rein in corruption, rent-seeking and gross waste, Venezuela tapped
international credit markets. This eventually precipitated a severe debt crisis, which led
to the unravelling of Venezuela’s ‘pacted democracy’ and ushered in the era of Chàvismo.

Examination of the Venezuela case reveals an important lesson for future research on
the resource curse. The resource curse is not about a lack of democratic institutions per
se, but a lack of institutions that constrain rulers’ discretion over the formation and imple-
mentation of policy. Democratic institutions are often restrictive institutions, as I define
them. But, as the Venezuelan case demonstrates, they need not be; formally democratic
institutions can be consistent with a largely unconstrained executive in practice. This
cuts the other way too; restrictive institutions need not be democratic. Hence, potential
counterexamples are not necessarily those countries that democratize during or following
increased reliance on resource revenue. Instead, we must look for countries that appear
to have begun with unrestrictive institutions prior to becoming resource dependent and
subsequently established restrictive institutions. I leave this for future research.

7. Concluding remark
The theory I have presented subtly but importantly amends standard institutional expla-
nations of the resource curse. This amended theory says that a country’s vulnerability to
the resource curse is conditioned by the nature of its institutions prior to fiscal reliance on
resources. If right, my theory has important prescriptive implications. Standard prescrip-
tions call for resource-cursed countries to reform their domestic institutions to increase
transparency and smooth spending so as to discourage corruption, revenue misalloca-
tion and underinvestment. This prescriptive program is sustained by assuming away the
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possibility that continued reliance on resource revenue causes unrestrictive institutions to
persist. Consider this offering from a recent collection of essays: ‘[we] assume throughout
that both countries and companies can and should do something to more effectively and
fairly develop oil resources. We assume in particular that governments are willing to take
sometimes bold and difficult steps to succeed where most states have failed’ (Humphreys
et al., 2007, pp. 14–15; emphasis added). This is clearly a consequential assumption:
‘[i]f states are unable or unwilling to take such steps, then the best solution may well be
to leave the oil and gas in the ground’ (Humphreys et al., 2007, p. 15). In other words,
attempts to overcome the resource curse while governments that remain fiscally reliant on
resource revenue are not willing to take ‘bold and difficult steps’ to limit their discretion
over the revenue are unlikely to be successful (cf. Kolstad and Wiig, 2009b).

The model I have presented undermines this critical assumption. It shows that leaders
who are unresponsive to citizens-at-large prior to becoming fiscally reliant on resources
have little incentive in the wake of resource windfalls to establish institutional mecha-
nisms that increase their responsiveness to citizens’ interests. Consequently, the resource
curse is a much more stubborn problem than the standard prescriptive program supposes.
The incentive structure posed by the combination of unrestrictive institutions and fiscal
reliance on resources inhibits voluntary institutional reform.

Future prescriptive work must focus on improving citizens’ bargaining power vis-
a-vis rulers and elites. This requires finding ways to fulfill two conditions. First, future
prescriptions must increase rulers’ reliance on citizens for support. Perhaps the place
to start is identifying ways to increase rulers’ fiscal reliance on domestic income tax
revenue. Second, future prescriptions must provide citizens’ with credible exit options.
Determining exactly how to best satisfy these conditions must be left for another time.

8. Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose the ruler ignores i or concedes to j. Here Ui(loyalty) = 0.
Suppose Xi ≤ 0. Then Ui(exit) = Xi ≤ Ui(loyalty). So i remains loyal.

Now suppose Xi > 0. Then Ui(exit) ≥ Ui(loyalty) and i exits.

Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose the ruler concedes to i. Then Ui(loyalty) = 1 > Ui(exit) =
Xi (by assumption). So i is always loyal if the ruler concedes.

Proof of Lemma 3. I prove each subitem separately.

(a) Suppose Xi ≤ 0. Then i remains loyal if ignored (by Lemma 1). Thus, UR(concede) =
Li ≤ UR(ignore) = 1 + Li. So the ruler ignores i.

(b) Suppose Xi > 0 and Li ≤ 1. Then min UR(ignore) = 1 (by Lemma 1), which is
greater than UR(concede) = Li. So the ruler ignores i.
The preceding holds except in either of the following cases when Xi > 0 and Li ≤ 1.
Suppose j remains loyal following ‘support j’.
Case 1. Suppose Xj ≤ 0. Then j is loyal when the ruler concedes to i (by Lemma 1).
So UR(concede to i) = Li + Lj − KR > UR(ignore i) = Lj − KR (by lemmas 1 and 2).
Thus, the ruler concedes to i.
Case 2. Suppose Lj < Li. Whether j exits or not, min UR(concede to i) = Li − KR

when the ruler concedes to i (by Lemma 2), whereas UR(ignore i) = Lj − KR (by
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Lemma 1). Since Lj < Li, UR(concede to i) > UR(ignore i). Thus, the ruler concedes
to i.

(c) Suppose Xi > 0 and Li > 1. Then UR(ignore i) = 1 − KR < UR(concede to i) =
Li − KR (by Lemmas 1 and 2). So the ruler concedes to i.
The preceding holds except in either of the following cases. Suppose (in addition)
that Xj > 0 and Lj > Li.
Case 1. Suppose both i and j use voice. Then UR(concede to j) = Lj − KR >

UR(concede to i) = Li − KR > UR(ignore) = 1 − KR (by Lemmas 1 and 2). Thus, the
ruler ignores i.
Case 2. Suppose j is loyal following ‘support j’. Then UR(ignore i) = Lj − KR >

UR(concede to i) = Li − KR (by Lemmas 1 and 2). Thus, the ruler ignores i.

This concludes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 4. Let sj denote j’s strategy for i �= j ∈ {E, C}. Ui(exit | support i, sj) =
Xi. Suppose the ruler supports i in his initial policy choice. If j uses voice following
‘support i’, then the ruler can ignore j or concede to j .

Case 1. Suppose the ruler ignores j; then Ui(loyalty | support i, sj) = 1 >

Ui(exit | support i, sj). So i is loyal whenever the ruler supports i and ignores j.
Case 2. Suppose the ruler concedes to j. If Xi ≤ 0, i remains loyal following concede

to ‘j’ (by lemma 1). If Xi ≤ 0, then

Ui(loyalty | support i) =
{

0 if j uses voice

1 if j exits or remains loyal
.

Since Ui(exit | support i, sj) ≤ 0, Ui(loyalty | support i, sj) ≥ Ui(exit | support i, sj); so
loyalty weakly dominates exit. Thus, if the ruler concedes to j following j’s use of voice
and Xi ≤ 0, i responds to ‘support i’ with loyalty whatever j does. If Xi > 0, then

Ui(loyalty | support i) =
{

Xi if j uses voice (by lemma 1)

1 if j exits or remains loyal
.

Again, Ui(loyalty | support i, sj) ≥ Ui(exit | support i, sj); so loyalty weakly dominates
exit. Thus, if the ruler concedes to j following j’s use of voice and Xi > 0, i responds
to ‘support i’ with loyalty whatever j does. Since i is loyal whether Xi ≤ 0 or Xi > 0, i
responds to ‘support i’ with loyalty even if the ruler will concede to j following j’s use of
voice.

Since i is loyal whether the ruler will concede to j or ignore j following j’s use of
voice, i is loyal whenever the ruler supports i.

Proof of Lemma 5. Suppose the ruler supports j in his initial policy choice. By Lemma 4,
j remains loyal.

(a) Then Ui(loyalty) = 0. Suppose Xi ≤ 0. Then Ui(exit) = Xi ≤ Ui(loyalty). So i
remains loyal.

(b) Now suppose Xi > 1 − Ki. Since max Ui(voice | support j) = 1 − Ki,
Ui(voice | support j) < Ui(exit | support j) and i exits if the ruler supports j.
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(c) Finally, suppose 0 < Xi ≤ 1 − Ki.
Case 1. Suppose Xj ≤ 0. Then j remains loyal if the ruler concedes to i when i uses
voice (by lemma 1). Thus, Ui(voice | support j) = 1 − Ki ≥ Ui(exit | support j). So i
uses voice in response to ‘support j’ if 0 < Xi ≤ 1 − Ki and Xj ≤ 0.
Case 2. Suppose Li > Lj. Whether j exits or not, the ruler concedes to i (by lemma
3b, case 2). So Ui(voice | support j) = 1 − Ki ≥ Ui(exit | support j). So i uses voice
in response to ‘support j’ if 0 < Xi ≤ 1 − Ki and Li > Lj.
Case 3. Suppose Xj > 0 and Lj > Li. Then the ruler ignores i’s voice (by Lemma 3c,
case 2). Since Xi > 0 (by assumption), i exits if ignored and Ui(voice | support j) =
Xi − Ki ≥ Ui(exit | support j) = Xi. Thus, i exits in response to ‘support j’ if 0 <

Xi ≤ 1 − Ki, Xj > 0, and Lj > Li.

This concludes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 6. Suppose that the ruler preys in his initial policy choice. Then
Ui(loyalty) = 0.

(a) Suppose that Xi ≤ 0. Then Ui(exit) = Xi ≤ Ui(loyalty). So i remains loyal if Xi ≤ 0.
(b) Now suppose that Xi > 1−Ki. Since max Ui(voice | prey) = 1−Ki, Ui(voice | prey) <

Ui(exit | prey) and i exits if Xi > 1 − Ki.
(c) Now suppose that 0 < Xi ≤ 1 − Ki. Let sj denote j’s strategy.

Case 1. Suppose that Li > max{1, Lj}. By Lemma 3c, the ruler concedes to i if i uses
voice. Thus, Ui(voice | prey, sj) = 1 − Ki ≥ Ui(exit | prey, sj) > Ui(loyalty | prey).
So i uses voice if 0 < Xi ≤ 1 − Ki and Li > max{1, Lj}.
Case 2. Suppose that Li > 1 and Xj > 1 − Kj. Consequently, j exits if the ruler
preys (by Lemma 6b) and the ruler concedes to i if i uses voice (by Lemma 3c).
Thus, Ui(voice | prey, sj = exit) = 1 − Ki ≥ Ui(exit | prey, sj = exit) >

Ui(loyalty | prey, sj = exit). So i uses voice if 0 < Xi ≤ 1 − Ki, Li > 1, and
Xj > 1 − Kj.
Case 3. Suppose that Lj > Li > 1 and 0 < Xj ≤ 1 − Kj. Consequently, j
uses voice (by Lemma 6c, case 1) and the ruler concedes to j (by Lemma 3c).
Thus, Ui(voice | prey, sj = voice) = Xi − Ki ≤ Ui(exit | prey, sj = voice) and
Ui(loyalty | prey, sj = voice) = 0 < Ui(exit | prey, sj = voice). So i exits if
0 < Xi ≤ 1 − Ki, Lj > Li > 1, and 0 < Xj ≤ 1 − Kj.
Case 4. Suppose that Li ≤ 1. Then the ruler ignores i (by Lemma 3b). Thus,
Ui(voice | prey, sj) = Xi − Ki ≤ Ui(exit | prey, sj = voice) and Ui(loyalty | prey, sj =
voice) = 0 < Ui(exit | prey, sj = voice). So i exits if 0 < Xi ≤ 1 − Ki and Li ≤ 1.

This concludes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 1. If: Case 1. Suppose Xi ≤ 0 for all i ∈ {E, C}. Then i remains loyal
whatever the ruler does (by Lemmas 4, 5a and 6a). Thus, UR(prey) = 1 + LE + LC >

UR(support i) = Li + Lj. So the ruler preys.
Case 2. Suppose Xi ≤ 0 < Xj and Lj ≤ 1 for i �= j ∈ {E, C}. Then i remains loyal

whatever the ruler does (by Lemmas 4, 5a and 6a). Further, j exits in response to ‘prey’
(by Lemma 6b and c, case 4) or ‘support i’ (by Lemma 5b and c, case 3) but remains loyal
when ‘support j’ (by Lemma 4). Thus, UR(prey) = 1 + Li ≥ UR(support j) = Li + Lj >

UR(support i) = Li. So the ruler preys.
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Case 3. Suppose Xi > 0 and Li ≤ 1 for all i ∈ {E, C}. Then i exits in response
to ‘prey’ (by Lemma 6b and c, case 4) or ‘support j’ (by Lemma 5b and c, case 3) but
remains loyal when ‘support i’ (by Lemma 4). Thus, UR(prey) = 1 ≥ UR(support i) = Li.
So the ruler preys.

Since the ruler preys in all cases, the ruler preys if Xi ≤ 0 or Li ≤ 1.
Only If: Suppose the ruler preys. Prove the contrapositive to show a contradiction.
Suppose that it is not the case that Xi ≤ 0 or Li ≤ 1 for i ∈ {E, C}. By De Morgan’s
law, Xi > 0 and Li > 1. It follows from Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and 6 that max UR(prey) =
max{Li − KR, 1}. It follows from Lemma 4 that min UR(support i) = Li. Since Li > 1 by
assumption, min UR(support i) > max UR(prey). So the ruler supports i. Thus, we get a
contradiction by assuming Xi > 0 and Li > 1. Hence, if the ruler preys, either Xi ≤ 0 or
Li ≤ 1.

Proof of Proposition 2. If: Suppose that Xi > 0 and Li > max{1, Lj}. Then i exits in
response to ‘prey’ (by Lemma 6b and c, case 4) or ‘support j’ (by Lemma 5b and c, case
3) but remains loyal when ‘support i’ (by Lemma 4).

Case 1. Suppose Xj ≤ 0. Then j remains loyal whatever the ruler does (by Lemmas 4,
5a and 6a). Thus, UR(support i) = Li + Lj > UR(prey) = 1 + Lj > UR(support j) = Lj.
So the ruler supports i if Xi > 0 and Li > 1 and Xj ≤ 0.

Case 2. Suppose Xj > 0 and Li > max{1, Lj}. Then j exits in response to ‘prey’
(by Lemma 6b and c, case 4) or ‘support i’ (by Lemma 5b and c, case 3) but remains
loyal when ‘support j’ (by Lemma 4). Thus, UR(support i) = Li > max{UR(support j) =
Lj, UR(prey) = 1}. So the ruler supports i.

Since the ruler supports i in all cases, the ruler supports i if Xi > 0, Li > 1 and either
Xj ≤ 0 or Lj ≤ Li.
Only If: Suppose the ruler supports some i ∈ {E, C}. Prove the contrapositive to show a
contradiction. Suppose that it is not the case that Xi > 0 and Li > 1 and either Xj ≤ 0 or
Lj ≤ Li for i �= j ∈ {E, C}. By De Morgan’s law, either it is not the case that Xi > 0 and
Li > 1 or it is not the case that Xj ≤ 0 or Lj ≤ Li for i �= j ∈ {E, C}.

Case 1. Suppose that it is not the case that Xi > 0 and Li > 1 for some i ∈ {E, C}.
By De Morgan’s law, Xi ≤ 0 or Li ≤ 1. We can ignore j’s action, so the ruler receives
Lj ∈ {0, x} for x ∈ �. If Xi ≤ 0, it follows from Lemma 6 that min UR(prey) = 1+Li +Lj

and from Lemma 4 that max UR(support i) = Li + Lj for all i ∈ {E, C}. Since
min UR(prey) > max UR(support i), the ruler preys if Xi ≤ 0. If Li ≤ 1, it follows from
Lemma 6 that min UR(prey) = 1+Lj and from Lemma 4 that max UR(support i) = Li+Lj

for all i ∈ {E, C}. Since min UR(prey) > max UR(support i), the ruler preys if Li ≤ 1.
Hence, the ruler preys if Xi ≤ 0 or Li ≤ 1.

Case 2. Suppose that it is not the case that Xj ≤ 0 or Lj ≤ Li for i �= j ∈ {E, C}.
By De Morgan’s law, Xj > 0 and Lj > Li. If Lj > 1, it follows from the ‘If’ part of
this proof that the ruler supports j. Now hold i’s action constant, so the ruler receives
Li ∈ {0, x} for x ∈ �. If Lj ≤ 1, then it follows from Lemma 6 that min UR(prey) = 1+Li

and from Lemmas 3–5 that max UR(support j) = max UR(support i) = Lj + Li. Since
min UR(prey) > max UR(support i), the ruler preys if Lj ≤ 1. Thus, the ruler does not
support i if Xj > 0 and Lj > Li.
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In either case, the ruler does not support i. Thus, we get a contradiction by proving the
contrapositive. Hence, if the ruler supports i, then Xi > 0 and Li > 1 and either Xj ≤ 0
or Lj ≤ Li for i �= j ∈ {E, C}.

Notes

1. On the importance of ‘point-source’ versus ‘diffuse’ resources, see Le Billon (2001) (cf.
Snyder and Bhavnani’s (2005) distinction between ‘non-lootable’ and ‘lootable’ resources).
Point-source (non-lootable) resources include oil, gas, copper, or kimberlite diamonds;
diffuse (lootable) resources include alluvial diamonds or timber.

2. Although this is beginning to change (cf. Al-Ubaydli, 2012; Bueno de Mesquita and Smith,
2010; Collier and Hoeffler, 2009).

3. Where convenience dictates, I refer to rulers using male pronouns.
4. On the importance of the last point, see Clark et al. (2010). The last point is qualified in an

important way below.
5. Cf. ‘Not only the ruling class, but all classes whose resources and activities affected the

preparation for war, left their imprint on European states’ (Tilly, 1992, p. 27; emphasis
added).

6. The model I present here is an extension of Clark et al.’s (2013) ‘Exit, Voice, and Loyalty’
model. I formalize the reasoning in the case where the ruler must negotiate with two civil
society groups.

7. This assumption is also needed for the model to produce any interesting variation; if the ruler
provides public (or private) goods regardless of his supporters’ identity, the logic underlying
the ruler’s choice is obscured.

8. Although the timing of elites’ and citizens’ response to the ruler’s initial choice doesn’t
matter. In all cases, at least one player has a (weakly) dominant response.

9. Thanks are due to an anonymous reviewer for pressing me to clarify this point.
10. Herb (2005) registers tentative disagreement.
11. See Bates (2008) and Karl (1997) for illustrative examples.
12. See the discussion in Section 3.
13. Morrison (2009) and Smith (2004) find that resource revenues stabilize both autocracies

and democracies; in contrast, Ross (2012) finds that resource revenues decrease the like-
lihood of democracy in both autocracies and democracies, while Clark et al. (2008, ch.
6) and Wiens et al. (2012) find that resource revenues decrease autocracies’ likelihood of
democratizing but have no effect on democracies’ likelihood of remaining democratic (Al-
Ubaydli (2012) and Ulfelder (2007) also find that resource revenues decrease autocracies’
likelihood of democratizing, but their studies omit democracies). Andersen and Aslaksen
(2013), Bueno de Mesquita and Smith (2010) and Cuaresma et al. (2011) find that resource
revenues increase the likelihood of dictator survival.

14. The remaining six countries are Botswana, Ecuador, Mexico, Mongolia, Peru and Russia.
According to Haber and Menaldo’s coding rules, a country qualifies as democratic if and
only if it scores 7 or above on the Polity 2 measure; a country qualifies as resource-dependent
if and only if an average of 5% of government revenues derived from resource extraction
during the period from 1972 to 1999. Of the seven countries, Botswana is misclassified by
Haber and Menaldo’s lights: it was democratic from 1969 to 2007 but only became fiscally
reliant on diamond revenues during the early 1970s. Mexico and Russia have been coded as
democracies for a relatively short time (since 2000 and 2001, respectively) and Peru has not
been stably democratic (1980–1991, 2000–present).
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